
PREFACE

industrial democracy, cordial human and 

industrial relations can be attained effectively 

through co-operation and active participation of 

the workers in management.

Indian Railways are the largest organisa

tion employing maximum number of employees in 

India. Railways are considered as the vein of 

nation's economy.

As my father was working as Divisional 

Audit officer at sola pur in Railways, I had created 

an interest in railways due to regular visits to 

various stations with him. lAter on, it was my 

pleasure to select the topic connected with 

Railways for M. Phil, dissertation viz. "A study 

of workers' participation in Management with 

reference to lndian Railway - Central Railway”. 

However, the Prime concern of research is to know 

the awareness of workers towards the concept of



participative management and the suggestions of

effective Implementation of it.

The researcher wishes to record his sincere 

thanks to the Chief Personnel Officer (R)# Bombay 

V.T.for granting him necessary permission to study 

the organisation and collect the required Information. 

I am also thankful to the Divisional Railway Manager 

Shrl K. Balakesarl.

I am very grateful to Director of social 

Work shrl s.G. Bawane for his overall Interest In 

my work. The researcher was benefited by the rich 

experience and valuable advice of his research guide 

Prof. (Dr.) G.v. DINGRE. under whom the entire work 

was designed and completed.

The researcher wishes to record his sincere 

thanks to Prof. c.A. joshl and Prof. (Dr.) M.S. 

Makandar, for their valuable guidance and encourage

ment, shrl D.K. Bandal was helpful to the researcher 

during the tenure of dissertation work.



My father shri B.C. Shirakanahalli, Retired

Divisional Audit officer. Central Railway, sola pur 

gave me inspiration and encouragement from time to 

t ime.

The employees of solapur Division who were 

in turn my respondents during my study deserve thanks
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